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Anthropology in Portugal 
The Case of the Portuguese Society of 
Anthropology and Ethnology (SPAE),1918 
3 
ln recent years, several works have been published on the history of 
anthropology in specific national contexts (e.g., Stocking 1974, 1995; 
Kuklick 1991; Barth et aI. 100S; Ranzmaier 2011) but little on the his-
tory of anthropology in Portugal-and the exceptions have largely 
been written from and for the Portuguese community (e.g., Areia and 
Rocha 1985; Branco 1986; Pereira 1986, 1998; Pina-Cabral 1991; Leal 
2000,2006; Roque 2001; Santos 2005; Sobral 2007; Matos 2013). Even 
then, with the exception of some authors such as Guimarães (1995), 
Pereira (1998), Roque (2001), Santos (2005), and myown work (Matos 
2013), it has been uncommon for Portuguese anthropologists and his-
torians to recognize the existence of a distinct school of anthropology 
connected to the city ofPorto, originating with the Portuguese Soci-
ety of Anthropology and Ethnology (SPAE, Sociedade Portuguesa de 
Antropologia e Etnologia) and its legacy. This chapter intends, there-
fore, to contribute to a more inclusive international history of anthro-
pology, as suggested by Richard Handler (2000), who reminded us 
of the need to interpret past anthropological practices in relation to 
specific historical and cultural moments. 
The SPAE was founded in the city of Porto on December 26, 1918, 
with its first general meeting, when its statute was approved. The author 
of the initiative was António Augusto Esteves Mendes Correia (1888-
1960). Mendes Correia obtained his degree in medicine at the Porto 
Surgery Medical School in 1911 and developed both anthropological 
and politicaI interests.1 ln the process of creating SPAE, Mendes Correia 
counted on the support of some elder figures, such as Luís Bastos de 
Freitas Viegas (1869-1928),2 Aarão Ferreira de Lacerda (1863-1921)/ 
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and Bento Carqueja (1860-193S).4 The society's logo (fig. 1) illustrates 
the initial division between anthropology (the study of mankind in its 
physical and biological dimensions) and ethnology ( the study of man-
kind in its social and cultural dimensions). SPAE held its activities at 
the facilities of the Anthropology lnstitute of the University of Porto 
(IAUP) j organized several scientific meetingsj and regularly published 
the Trabalhos de Antropologia e Etnologia (TAE)} which included a bib-
liographical chapter aimed at informing the reader on developments 
in anthropology in Portugal and abroad. 
The creation of SPAE was also understood as a response from Porto} 
a city in the north ofPortugal} to the failed attempt to create an anthro-
pological society in Coimbra around the oldest university in the coun-
try.s As with other such societies in Europe and the United States} 
SPAE gathered a small group of savants and experts who had shared 
interests with other members of their academic and social environ-
ments. Considering the creation dates of the anthropology societies 
in Europe-in Paris (18S8)} Berlin (1869)} Vienna (1870)} Italy (1871)} 
and Sweden (1872 )-SPAE (1918) was a late starter. Nevertheless} like 
other intemational societies (Ranzmaier 2011)} it actually turned out to 
be a considerably dynamic institutional space from a scientific point of 
view} as well as a privileged environment for debate and the exchange 
of ideas. Joaquim Rodrigues dos Santos Júnior} former student and one 
of the main collaborators of the society's main founder} argued that 
SPAE was bom due to the "resolute will" ofMendes Correia-a man 
who "was able to gather around him a company of superior men" like 
Aarão Ferreira de Lacerda (1863-1921)} Luís Bastos de Freitas Viegas} 
and Bento Carqueja} who} along with him} "have built the Society's 
initial core" (Júnior 1969:38). 
ln order to obtain a better knowledge of SPAE'S activities and oper-
ating methods} 6 I analyzed its statute and the minutes pertaining to its 
members' meetings and the events it organized. The statute approved 
at the first general meeting of December 26} 1918} remained in effect 
until the middle of the 1980S} with some minor changes introduced in 
1924.1 This statute was organized in twenty-four articles divided into six 
chapters: objectives} headquarters} and fiscal yearj membersj meetingsj 
fundingj administrationj and general and provisional terms. According 
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Fig. 1. SPAE'S first logo. 
to article I} chapter 1 ofthe 1918 statute} the 
objective of SPAE was "to promote and cul-
tivate} in Portugal} the study of anthropo-
logical methods} zoologicàl anthropology} 
ethnic anthropology, prehistoric anthro-
pology and archaeology} experimental psy-
chology, ethnography} and the scientific 
branches of its derivative or applied sci-
ences} such as military} pedagogical} clini-
cal} criminal} forensic anthropologies} etc:' 
(Estatutos da SPAE 1918:3). 
Article 1 also mentions that} in order to 
reach its aims} SPAE must 
1. organize periodic and extraordinary scientific meetingsj 
2. publish original works and studies on anthropology and 
anthropological sciencesj 
3. organize and maintain a library with a reading cabinetj 
4. establish contacts with counterpart societies both in Portugal 
and abroadj 
S. intend to organize anthropological} archaeological} and eth-
nographic collections and to pro mote anthropological meth-
ods} mainly among doctors} professors} travelers} and colonial 
citizensj 
6. publicize as much as possible the advantages of anthropologi-
cal methods in schools and as a contributing element for scien-
tific police investigationj 
7. organize surveys and scientific missions with the means at its 
disposal} mainly in Portugal and in the coloniesj and 
8. sponsor the intensification and extension of the teaching of 
anthropology and of anthropological sciences in Portugal. 
(Estatutos da SPAE 1918:3-4) 
Based on these objectives} it is clear that anthropologywas intended} 
as a science} to generate specialized knowledge in the country and 
abroad} acting within the practical scope of daily life} spreading knowl-
edge} and issuing opinions on clinical} criminal} and forensic topics. ln 
Anthropology ;/1 Portugal SS 
order to enforce item 2 of article 1 of the statute, SPAE began to publish 
the Trabalhos da Sociedade Portuguesa de Antropologia e Etnologia (the 
title from volume 1 of 1918 to volume 10 of 1945, afterward called Tra-
balhos de Antropologia e Etnologia [TAE]), and for a long time this was 
the main means of presenting the society's activities. As a periodical 
publication, the TAE demonstrated the crucial role a journal can play in 
the institutionalization of a scientific discipline; it built on the former 
historical and natural tradition in anthropological studies, evidenced 
by the earlier journals Revista de Ciências Naturais e Sociais (1889-98) 
and Portugália (1899-1908), both published in Porto. 
SPAE'S headquarters were located in Porto, but the 1918 statute con-
sidered the possibility of organizing regional centers in Lisbon and 
Coimbra. It could include honorary, permanent, and corresponding 
members, the latter being "the authors of worthy anthropologic pub-
lications or individuaIs who in some way have provided services to 
anthropology and anthropological sciences" (Estatutos da SPAE 1918:6). 
Only honorary and permanent members were allowed a decision vote 
and to be part of managing bodies (1918:7). 
When comparing this statute with the statute of the Coimbra Soci-
ety of Anthropology, dated 1899, we realize that SPAE'S statute is more 
extensive and detailed and also more ambitious. Furthermore, accord-
ing to SPAE'S statute, oflicial residence in Porto was not a requirement 
for permanent members, unlike Coimbra's society. The 1918 statute was 
modified at the general meeting that took place on January 11, 1924. 
One noteworthy change was introduced in item 7 of article 1: the term 
"metropolis" replaced "country," and "overseas" replaced "colonies" 
(Estatutos da SPAE 1924:4).8 
SPAE'S objectives were vast and included multiple interests or areas 
of specialty. This diversitywas also expressed in the variety of scientific 
and professional fields from which members originated. All this can 
be inferred from meeting minutes and annual reports. I will highlight 
the most relevant aspects. 
THE FOUNDATION OF SPAE AND ITS FOUNDING MEMBERS 
The minutes of SPAE'S first meeting record that it took place in the oflice 
of the director of the Museum of Geology of FCUP, with Luís Bastos 
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de Freitas Viegas, Aarão Ferreira de Lacerda, José da Rocha Ferreira 
(engineer and paleontology assistant professor in FCUP), and Mendes 
Correia, "summoned by the latter to an inaugural meetíng of the new 
Society of Anthropology and Ethnology:' Freitas Viegas, "appointed 
by all present to take on the role of Chairman, ... gave the fioor to the 
summoner, who explained the objectives ofthe meeting, subsequently 
presenting the project for a series of studies for the new society, which 
was discussed and finally approved with the wording" thatwould then 
become SPAE'S statute (Livro de actas, vaI. 1). 
Once the statute was approved at the general meeting, Mendes Cor-
reia presented the newmembers ofthe society: José Leite de Vasconce-
los (professor at FLUL and director ofthe Portuguese Museum ofEth-
nology), Vergílio Correia (curato r of the National Ancient Art Museum 
and editor of the journal Terra Portuguesa), Eusébio Tamagnini (profes-
sor of anthropology at FCUC), Baltazar Osório (professor of anthropol-
ogy at FCUL), Henrique de Vilhena (professor of anatomy at FMUL),9 
Manuel Valadares (director of the Lisbon Central Archive for Crimi-
nal Identification and Statistics), Cláudio Basto (director ofthe journal 
Lusa, from Viana do Castelo), António Aurélio da Costa Ferreira (direc-
tor of Casa Pia de Lisboa),lO Father António de Oliveira (superinten-
dent ofthe Lisbon Correctional Schools),Joaquim Fontes (doctor and 
archaeologist from Lisbón), José Tomás Ribeiro Fortes (editor of the 
former journal Portugália), Abel de Lima Salazar (professor ofhistology 
at FMUP), Alfredo Mendonça da Costa Athayde (bachelor in natural 
history and science in Porto), José de Sousa Machado Fontes (bach-
elor in law and secretary of the Portuguese Society of Social Service 
of Porto), Eduardo de Sousa Soares (businessman from Porto), 11 José 
Álvares de Sousa Soares (doctor in Porto), Filinto Elísio Vieira da Costa 
(teacher of free education from Famalicão), António Ferreira Loureiro 
(bachelor in mathematics and philosophy and teacher at the Alexan-
dre Herculano High School in Porto), Diogo Portocarrero (teacher at 
the sarne high school), João Grave (director of the City Museum of 
Porto), Joaquim Costa (bachelor in law and deputy director of that 
sarne museum), Francisco dos Santos Pereira de Vasconcelos (lawyer 
and former magistrate in Porto), António Correia da Costa e Almeida 
(lawyer in Ermesinde), Father Claudino Nazareth Brites (missionary 
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from Lubango, Angola), António Mesquita de Figueiredo (Iawyer and 
archaeologist in Lisbon), the viscount of Guilhomil (Iawyer in Porto), 
and António Leite de Magalhães (captain-major in Dembos, Angola) 
(Livro de actas, voI. 1). 
All of these individuaIs, alongwith the founders named previously, 
were considered permanent members from the beginning, totaling 
around thirty founding members. Most of these members originated 
from an educated bourgeoisie, although we could also find some ele-
ments from Porto's social and financial elites. This list included two 
priests (António de Oliveira and Claudino Nazareth Brites), who in 
time would be joined by others: Manuel Alves da Cunha (vicar capit-
ulary of the episcopate of Angola), António de Miranda Magalhães 
(former superior of the mission in Dembos, Angola), D. Florentino 
Lopez Cuevilhas, José Augusto Tavares, Eugénio Jalhay, Manuel de 
Sousa Maia, and Avelino de Jesus Costa. 
Following a proposal by Mendes Correiadosé Leite de Vasconcelos 
was elected honorary chairman. SPAE'S board in 1919 was composed 
of the following elements: Freitas Viegas (chairman) J Bento Carqueja 
(vice-chairman), Mendes Correia (secretarY)dosé da Rocha Perreira 
( treasurer), and Abel de Lima Salazar (member). Alfredo Athayde was 
the first general secretary, and Rui Correia de Serpa Pinto was the sec-
ond memberwith librarian responsibilitiesi he also organized the soci-
ety's library.12 At the first meeting, Mendes Correia also proposed the 
creation of the sections of prehistoric archaeology and ethnography. 
The governing bodies of the former section included José Fortes (chair-
man), Joaquim Fontes (vice-chairman), Vergílio Correia, andAntónio 
Mesquita de Figueiredo (members). Those ofthe latter section included 
Vergílio Correia (chairman), Cláudio Basto (vice-chairman), Father 
Claudino Nazareth Brites, Captain António Leite de Magalhães, and 
António Costa e Almeida (members). 
The main founders were al1 connected to the city ofPorto, but from 
the organization's inception there were also members from the north of 
Portugal (Vergílio Correia and Leite de Vasconcelos), as well as from 
other regions ofthe country (e.g., Sebastião Pessanha [1892-197St eth-
nographer and art critic, and Orlando Ribeiro [1911-97], geographer, 
both from Lisbon).B Based on the extensive list, we can infer SPAE'S 
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nature not as a regional organization (Porto or North) but as a national 
one. It was also inclusive of experts from several different areas beyond 
anthropology (although the latter has played a d?minant role), and 
some were true experts in more than one domain. The founding mem-
bers included at least one engineer and two priests, as wel1 as people 
working in Portuguese overseas territories. Some later became prom-
inent in national scientific congresses of the 1920S, 1930S, and 1940Si 
in the creation of scientific societies such as the Portuguese Society 
Df Eugenic Studies (founded in 1937) i and in the organization of the 
grand exhibitions in which Portugal participated or that it organized 
(Matos 2014). However, as mentioned by Santos Júnior, the creation of 
SPAE was mainly due to Mendes Correia "with a double aim: to create 
it 'ab initio' and to create it by supporting it, providing the conditions 
required for it to prosper" (1969:41). 
Even with the range of interests represented, the majority of the 
founding members originated from the domain of the sciences. From 
the natural sciences (zoology, mineralogy, paleontology, agronomy) 
we find Aarão Ferreira de Lacerda (education in zoology and medi-
cine)dosé da Rocha Ferreira (professor of paleontology), and Bento 
Carqueja (education in the physical and natural sciences). From med-
icine, we find Freitas Viegas and Abel de Lima Salazar. And some 
members had oriented their careers toward areas other than their 
fields of education. According to the report of SPAE'S first year (pub-
lished in the minutes from January 22, 1920), at the inaugural gen-
eral meeting thirty-two members were elected, and "during that year, 
the managing board approved, under the statute, a further twenty-
three permanent members, totaling fifty-five members, of which only 
two refused the election." This was considered "a flattering number 
for a society that, in Portugal, was dedicated to a specialized branch 
of science:' 
SPAE'S NEW MEMBERS, BOTH NATIONAL 
AND FROM ABROAD 
After the founding members, other permanent members were added, 
including renowned figures connected to science and other areas. 
Among these stand out Sebastião Pessanha, proposed by Vergílio Cor-
Al1thropology il1 Portugal S9 
reia e Mendes Correia on January 21, 1919i Joaquim Alberto Pires de 
Lima (professor of medicine and ethnographer), Francisco Nunes Gui-
marães Coimbra (professor of medicine), and Mário de Moraes Afonso 
(engineering and philosophical science student, both at up), all pro-
posed by Mendes Correia on January 2l, 1919i António Simões Pina 
(doctor), proposed by Rocha Ferreira on January 21, 1919i Jaime Alberto 
de Castro Moraes (captain-lieutenant doctor from Lisbon), Armando 
de Almeida Prisco (assistant professor of mineralogy at FCUP), and José 
Marques de Ansiães Proença (doctor in Porto, elected on April19, 1919) i 
Tomaz Lobo (graduate in philosophy from Leça da Palmeira), Alberto 
Brochado (doctor from Porto), Mário de Vasconcelos e Sá (professor 
at the Instituto Superior do Comércio do Porto), and Manuel B. Bar-
bosa Soeiro (assistant professor at FMUL), elected onMay 12, 1919iJoão 
Diogo (director of the Anglo-Latin School, from Porto) and Francisco 
de Oliveira Santos (governor ofLunda, Angola), proposed by Mendes 
Correia and elected on November 3, 1919i Ricardo Severo (engineer), 
elected in 1920i14 Augusto de Oliveira, proposed by Mendes Correia in 
1931ilS Carlos Teixeira (geologist)/6 Maria Irene Leite da Costa (pro-
fessor at both intermediate and university leveIs),17 and Amílcar de 
Magalhães Mateus (assistant professor of zoology and anthropology 
at FCUP), 18 alI Mendes Correia's former students at FCUP and elected 
in 1934i Leopoldina Ferreira Paulo (assistant professor of anthropol-
ogy at FCUP), elected in 1935i and Orlando Ribeiro, elected in 1942. 
I particularly sought to identify any women as permanent mem-
bers during the period under consideration and found that SPAE has 
counted women among its members from its inception-a noteworthy 
fact, since they were not always present in counterpart societies. For 
example, at the Berliner GeselIschaft für Anthropologie, Ethnologie 
und Urgeschichte-where topics of debate included archaeological 
findings, ethnographic objects, or physiology and physical aspects-
somatic characters were used as arguments to stop women from becom-
ing members (Schouten 2001 :159). The acceptance ofLeopoldina Fer-
reira Paulo as SPAE'S permanent member in 1935 is a noteworthy fact, 
however, not so much because she was a woman-since the society 
welcomed women from its beginning-but rather because she was 
Mendes Correia's assistant professor in the discipline of anthropol-
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ogy at FCUP, as welI as the first woman to obtain a doctorate degree at 
UP in 1944 (fig. 2).19 
It is also important to describe the external relationships that SPAE 
sought to maintain, widening the debate and exchangingworks inter-
nationally. This effort can be seen in the invitations to foreign figures 
to join the society as correspondent and honorary members and by 
the exchange offers with foreign journals. Among the names elected 
as correspondent members the following stand out: Eduardo Her-
nandez Pacheco (University of Madrid), Telesforo d'Aranzadi (Uni-
versity of Barcelona),2° Arthur Keith (Royal College of Surgeons of 
Great Britain and Ireland), Vincenzo Giuffrida-Ruggeri (University of 
Naples), Henri Breuil (Paris Institute for Human Paleontology), and 
Ales Hrdlicka (National Museum, Washington DC), 21 all proposed by 
Mendes Correia on December 26, 1915i René Verneau and MarcelIin 
Boule (Natural History Museum in Paris), proposed by Aarão Ferreira 
de Lacerda on December 26, 1915i Eugenio Francours (Polish ethnog-
rapher in Madrid) on January 21, 1919i Eugenius Frankowski (assistant 
professor at the University of Crakow), proposed by Vergílio Correia 
on June 2, 1919i Yves Guyot (director of the Paris School of Anthro-
pology), Georges Hervé (professor at this sarne school), Herman ten 
Kate (Dutch anthropologist and doctor, from Kobe),22 and professor 
Manuel Antón y Ferrándiz (director of the National Anthropology 
Museum in Madrid), proposed by Mendes Correia on June 2, 1919i 
Sergio Sergi (University of Rome), proposed on November 3, 1919i 
Fabio Frassetto (Bologna, Italy), Francisco de las Barras de Aragon 
(Madrid), Hugo Obermaier (Madrid), Mario Carrara (Turin, Italy), 
NelIo Puccioni (Florence,ltaly), Q!.lintiliano Saldana (Madrid), pro-
posed onJune 11,1920/3 Alfredo Niceforo (Paris), Otto Schlaginhaufen 
(Zurich), elected in 1921i the count ofBégouen (French archaeologist 
and professor of prehistory at the University ofToulouse), elected in 
1922i Rudolph Martin (anthropologist, born in Switzerland but stud-
ied and worked in Germany), J. P. Kleiweg de Zwaan (Dutch physical 
anthropologist), and Renato Kehl (Brazilian doctor),24 accepted in 
1923i Oliveira Viana (Brazilian lawyer and historian), elected in 1934i 
Hernan Lundborg (director of the Uppsala Institute for Racial Biology, 
Sweden), elected in 1936 i Pedro Calmon (professor oflaw and member 
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Fig. 2. Leopoldina Paulo, 1944. The first woman to obtain a doctoral degree in the 
University ofPorto. UPorto Alumni, Revista dos Antigos Alunos da Universidade do 
Porto, 2nd ser., 1 (June 2007). Used with permission ofthe University ofPorto. 
of the Brazilian Academy ofLetters, over which he presided in 1945), 2S 
.Angyone Costa (professor of archaeology at the Historical Museum of 
Rio de Janeiro), and Alvaro de Las Casas (Galician, author of ethno-
graphic works), elected in 1937. Among SPAE'S honorary members we 
could also find other names, such as Giuseppe Sergi (ltalian anthro-
pologist), Émile Cartailhac/6 and Salomon Reinach (both archaeolo-
gists), proposed on December 8, 1919. The cooperation of foreign spe-
cialists at the TAE is another noteworthy fact. For example, Vincenzo 
Giuffrida-Ruggeri (ltalian physical anthropologist) collaborated with 
the TAE on an unpublished work in 1920, and Pedro Bosch-Gimpera 
(Catalan archaeologist and also an SPAE member) published an article 
in one of the two parts of TAE published in 1928.27 
SPAE'S meetings also provided space to recognize figures who 
deserved tribute after their death. Among these the following stand 
out:Joseph Deniker (anthropologist), Ferreira Deusdado, and Felis-
mino Ribeiro Gomes (who had devoted themselves to anthropological 
works in Portugal) on December 26, 1918;28 Léon Paul Choffat (geol-
ogist) onJuly 7,1919; José Fortes (archaeologist) in 1920; Aarão Fer-
reira de Lacerda (permanent member and SPAE'S vice-chairman), Émile 
Cartailhac (SPAE'S honorary member), and Giuffrida-Ruggeri (SPAE's 
correspondent member) in 1921; Freitas Viegas (SPAE'S president since 
its foundation) in 1928; Salomon Reinach and Georges Hervé (SPAE'S 
honorary and correspondent member, respectively) in 1932; Rui Cor-
reia de Serpa Pinto (SPAE'S librarian) in 1933, to whom the society also 
paid tribute in 1934; Bento Carqueja in 1935; Ricardo Severo (honorary 
member living in São Paulo, Brazil) in 1940; and AleS Hrdlicka in 1943. 
THE SPAE AND THE RECOGNITION OF 
ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL 
On January 21, 1919, Mendes Correia proposed that the "suitableness of 
introducing the discipline of anthropology within the scope of medi-
cal preparatory studies" should be presented to the country's medical 
schools. According to a letter sent to SPAE, the Medical School, despite 
its "heavily overloaded staff," applauded the integration of anthropol-
ogy in the curriculum or the creation of a special improvement course 
on that science aimed at doctors (minutes fromMay12, 1919). OnJan-
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uary 22, 1920, in a written document, wishes were expressed toward a 
rapid integration, since "it is not understandable that a doctor ignores 
man's natural history, in many of its aspects:' According to the 1920 
activities report, SPAE'S managing board also proposed "a motion aim-
ing at the development of the teaching of anthropology and prehistory 
at the university leveI:' 
At the sarne time, according to the minutes from December 27, 
1920, SPAE'S board also requested of the government "the separation 
of anthropology within the scope of the faculties of science, as a sec-
tion ar an autonomous group, considering its dose relationships with 
the most diversified scientific branches, and not only with botany and 
zoology, to which it was associated within the sarne biological science 
group:' This request ais o defended "the need to create institutes for 
anthropology, to develop the teaching of related sciences and applica-
tions, and to indude general anthropology in the context of medical 
studies:' This demand was partially satisfied by a decree dated from 
February 1920 that "divided the group ofbiological science ofthe fac-
ulties of sciences in three subgroups: one for botany, the other for zool-
ogy, and the third for anthropologYj the latter induded the discipline 
of general anthropology, but also allowing the creation of six-monthly 
or quarterly courses in criminal anthropology, ethnography, and prehis-
toric archaeology." Anthropologywas not included in medical studies, 
but the effort was "valuable/' according to foreign journals, in "hon-
orably discussing the Portuguese decree"j it was considered, at least, 
as an official recognition of the importance and individual character 
of the discipline as a science. This was formalized by the Portuguese-
Spanish Congress, where the natural science section was subdivided 
into two subsections, one for botany and zoology, the other for geol-
ogy and anthropology, placing the latter on "an equal standing with 
other scientific branches" (minutes dated December 27, 1920). Fur-
thermore, the congress recognized "the prominent role undertaken 
by geologists in the development and advancements of anthropology, 
mainly in the area ofhuman palaeontology and prehistory" (minutes 
dated December 27,1920). 
By camparison, we may also mention the case of the Anthropologi-
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cal Society in Vienna (founded in 1870), where geologists played an 
important role in the affirmation of antlU'opoJogy as a cientific disci-
pline. However, in the Austrian case the predominance of geologist 
over doctors led to a gl'eater focus on prehistol'y ànd less on physi-
cal anthropology (Ranzmaier 2011:18). ln the case of SPAE, a balance 
between the two areas prevailed (as seen in figure 3) but, as shown in 
the institutionalization of anthropology at uP, with a doser relation-
ship between science and medicine and less attention to aspects of 
the humanities. 
As we will se e, social and cultural anthropological studies were 
initially canducted by amateurs, missionaries, military personnel, 
and individuaIs holding offices in the colonial administrations both 
within Portugal and in the calonies. This might relate more to the 
fact that people working to define anthropology as an academic dis-
cipline were trained in the are as of science or medicine, as is the case 
with Mendes Correia, and less due to any possible rivalry between 
science and the humanities. ln the case of the University ofVienna, 
for example, it was hard to integrate anthropology as a discipline in 
the Faculty of Philosophy, which was attempted around 1889, since 
that faculty had traditionally drawn rigid boundaries between science 
and the humanities. The relationship between these two domains 
became increasingly competitive, and physical anthropology arose 
mainly attached to natural science, while ethnology was attached to 
historical-philosophical sciencej in the opinion of Irene Ranzma-
ier, this was not beneficial to the institutionalization of either area 
(2011:12). ln the early 1920S the ideal anthropology professor at the 
University ofVienna had to be able to caver both physical anthro-
pology and ethnoJogy (Ranzmaier 2011:15). 
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL 
PARTNERSHIPS AND EXCHANGES 
OnJanuary 21,1919, Mendes Correia invited SPAE to cooperate in the 
organization of the International Institute of Anthropology, conceived 
by the Paris School of Anthropology, members of which had sent to 
the latter and to António Aurélio da Costa Ferreira a letter on the sub-
ject. SPAE joined the initiative, since it had the potential to provide 
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interesting anthropological research in the context of the European 
war (1914-18). According to the minutes datedJune 2, 1919, the Paris 
School of Anthropology thanked SPAE for joining the initiative and 
proposed the organization of a preparatory congress for that purpose in 
1920. According to that year's report, SPAE'S managing board provided 
for the representation and collaboration of the society in the organiz-
ing meeting of the International Institute of Anthropology, which, as 
proposed by the Paris School of Anthropology and by the Society for 
the Teaching ofAnthropological Sciences, was held in Paris in Septem-
ber 1920. Intended SPAE representatives were Baltasar Osório, Aurélio 
da Costa Ferreira, and Mendes Correia, but only the latter was able to 
traveI and bear testimony to "the praises" SPAE "received in the anthro-
pological community and to the cordiality and opinion of unanimity 
that prevailed in the meeting" (Livro de actas, voI. 1). 
Portugal and SPAE were represented in the board of the new Inter-
national Institute ofAnthropology by Eusébio Tamagnini and Barros 
e Cunha,29 both connected to the University of Coimbra, Aurélio da 
Costa Ferreira, and Mendes Correia, constituting the first Portuguese 
delegation. ln the Paris meeting were also present Salomon Reinach 
(an honorary member of SPAE) and Henri Breuil, René Verneau, and 
Georges Hervé (all correspondent members of SPAE). On that occa-
sion, Mendes Correia drew Hervé's attention to the fact that Spain was 
not represented in the congress nor in the new institute, but Hervé 
answered by informing Mendes Correia that the International Institute 
had delegated to him the "mission of organising the Spanish Commit-
tee" i Mendes Correia then invited the Spanish comembers, Francisco 
de las Barras de Aragón (Madrid), Telesforo Aranzadi (University 
ofBarcelona),3° and Hernandez Pacheco (University ofMadrid), to 
join the institute. Mendes Correia also represented the SPAE at the 
meeting to create aPortuguese section of the International Institute 
of Anthropology in 1922j at the time he was its vice-chairman, and 
he was elected secretary to that section. He also represented SPAE at 
the meeting of the International Institute of Anthropology in 1927, at 
which SPAE members Barros e Cunha and Henrique Miranda were 
also presento 
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SPAE'S 1929 report mentions the International Congress ofAnthropol-
ogy to be held in 1930-which was to be the XV International Congress 
on Anthropology and Prehistoric Archaeology-and the fact that the 
society's chairman (Mendes Correia) and the vice-chãirman (Hernâni 
Monteiro) had traveled to Coimbra seeking to arrange to hold the con-
gress both there and in Porto. It was confirmed that the opening ses-
sions and the sessions of the first four days would be held in Coimbra, 
with the last two days in Porto for "plenary conferences, visits, and the 
closing session:' However,later on "an organising committee [ was cre-
atedJ, not consulting with Porto's elements," of which "only one was 
part of the committee" j this fact gave rise to protests in Porto "against 
such an ill-natured and discourteous act, as per the letter sent" to the 
comembers. The resolution of this situation led to two independent 
committees, "one for Porto and another for Coimbra, absolutely indif-
ferent," with Alberto Rocha from Coimbra acting as intermediary in 
the process (Livro de actas, voI. 2). This and other episodes occurring 
during the time both schools existed contemporaneously point to the 
fact that uc's and up's representatives did not maintain the most ami-
cable and productive relationships for scientific work. 
ln 1930 several people associated with SPAE participated in the Portu-
gal Section of the XV International Congress on Anthropology and Pre-
historic Archaeology, held in France, where presentations were mainly 
in physical anthropology.31 Some ofthe subjects debated were heredity 
ofblood groups (Mendes Correia 1931b), craniology ofAngola (Mendes 
Correia andAthayde 1930), anthropological study ofPortuguese Guinea 
(Lima and Mascarenhas 1930j Mendes Correia and Athayde 1931), 
angles at the base of the skull in native inhabitants of Portuguese col-
onies (Pina 1931), and "race" differentiation through blood (Ferreira 
1932). ln 1934, under SPAE'S initiative, the First National Congress on 
Colonial Anthropology was held in Porto, where "about eighty scien-
tific communications were presented, all related to colonial matters:' 
Perhaps because this meeting was so successful, the organizing com-
mittee of the Congresses on the Portuguese World, to which Mendes 
Correia belonged, and the Portuguese World Exhibition, both in Lis-
bon in 1940, sought from the beginning to surpass the 1934 congress 
and the Portuguese Colonial Exhibition, both held in Porto (Matos 
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2013). Several members of SPAE from Porto participated in the congress, 
presenting communications at the 1940 congresses: the First National 
Congress and the CNCP (which was integrated with the Congresses on 
the Portuguese World), which took place inJuly and September, respec-
tively. Some of SPAE'S members also presented communications at the 
IV Congress of the Portuguese Society for the Advancement ofScience 
and at the XVII Congress of the Spanish Society for the Advancement 
of Science, held in Porto in 1942. 
Another way for SPAE to disseminate the work of its members, to 
set themes for debate, and to get to know what other societies were 
doing was through the exchange of scientific periodicals. According 
to 1919'S report (January 22, 1920), the managing board had received 
"friendly answers and promises for work exchange relationships" from 
several scientific institutions, including ACL, SGL, the Paris School of 
Anthropology, the Smithsonian Institution (Washington DC), the Royal 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland (London), the 
Società Romana di Antropologie (Rome), and the Società Italiana 
de Antropologia e Etnologia (Florence). SPAE also received "motiva-
tional words" from scientific journals such as the RevueAnthropologique, 
Lusa, and Terra Portuguesa. Although still in an initial phase in 1919, the 
library started to grow with national publications, such as the Arquivo 
deAnatomia eAntropologia (FMUL) and the journal Contribuições para 
o Estudo da Antropologia Portuguesa by IAUC. 
After 1919 the Revue Anthropologique (by the Paris School of Anthro-
pology and the International Institute of Anthropology), the Rivista 
di Antropologia (Roman Society for Anthropology), the journal of the 
Smithsonian Institution, the journal of the Società Italiana di Antropo-
logia e Etnologia, and publications by the Bureau of American Ethnol-
ogy (Washington DC) were added to the library. From 1921 onward SPAE 
received publications by the Société Royale de Archéologie de Bruxelles 
and the Institut Archéologique Liégeois (Belgium) and the journal Eth-
nos (Mexico).32 ln 1922 SPAE began to receive the journalMan (London) 
andMitteilungen der anthropologischen Gesellschaft (Vienna). From 1925 
SPAE also exchanged the following publications: Société Archéologique, 
Historique et Géographique du Département de Constantine (Algeria), Bul-
letin de Institut des Recherches Biologiques de l'Université de Perm (Rus-
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sia), L'Universo (Military Geographic Institute ofFlorence), Lud (pub-
lication by the Polish Ethnological Society in Warsaw), Investigación y 
Progresso (Madrid), Anthropos: Revue Internationale d'Ethnologie et de 
Linguistique (Austria), Journal Russe d'Anthropologie, La Tradizione (Pal-
ermO, Italy), Boletim do Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), and 
Acta Archaeologica (Copenhagen). According to the 1920S report, sev-
eral other scientific journals maintained "friendly" contacts with SPAE, 
such as the ltalian journalsArchivio di Antropologia Criminale, Psichiatria 
e Medicina Legale (Turin) and Archivio per l'Antropologia e l'Etnologia 
(Florence). Besides the journals referred to above, from 1919 onward 
SPAE was offered original publications from Telesforo d'Aranzadi (Bar-
celona), Sergio Sergi (Rome), Giuffrida-Ruggeri,Joseph de Barandiaran 
(specialist in prehistory and ethnologic studies in the Basque country, 
Spain), Enrique de Eguren (Faculty of Science of the University of 
Oviedo, Spain), and some permanent members (Livro de actas, voI. 
1). The 1928 report mentions that, thanks to Rui de Serpa Pinto, the 
library was completely cataloged, missing numbers of national and 
foreign journals had been ordered, and new exchanges had begun. ln 
1929 the number of exchanges almost doubled, to 100, and in 1930 they 
reached 125. Members considered the library one of the most impor-
tant for anthropological sciences. 
PUBLICATION lN TAE AND SUB]ECTS 
PRESENTED AT SPAE'S LECTURES 
Some of the works presented at SPAE'S lectures were later published 
through the journal TAE under the initiative of the society's manag-
ing board. These generally reflected the topics of interest and study 
dear to the society and were consistent with others produced at the 
time, both European and American (Stocking 1968, 1988). The TAE 
also published other works that had not been previously presented 
at SPAE'S sessions and had a bibliographical review section describing 
new publications both national and international. The articles pub-
lished by SPAE (through the TAE) began with posthumous notes by 
Artur Augusto da Fonseca Cardoso (1919), "Em terras do Moxico: 
Apontamentos de etnografia angolense" (ln Moxico territory: Notes 
on an Angolan ethnography), 33 which included the "portrait of the 
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unfortunate anthropologist" and "biographical and tribute words,"34 
as well as numerous illustration plates, some of which were offered by 
Henrique de Vilhena (FMUL). This article was followed by others, such 
as "Subsídios para o estudo etnológico de Timor" (Subsidies for the 
ethnological study ofTimor) by Major António Leite de Magalhães 
(1919). On average, one to two volumes ofthe journal were published 
everyyear. The minutes mention several times the material difficulties 
ofthis publication series, with high costs not allowing its speedyprint-
ing. The 1926 report highlights that this journal was "unique among 
its kind" in the country, but (maybe because it lay "so distant from 
the Terreiro do Paço")/5 it was "not considered worthy of a benevo-
lent glance from the high ranks of government:' Nevertheless, João 
Camoesas, minister for public education, twice offered an amount to 
fund the publication expenses ofthe TAE (in 1923 and in 1925). Further-
more, Artur Ricardo Jorge, 36 when reviewing the budget for 1926, had 
"doubled the provisions allowed"; as a result, during that year "21400 
escudos were available for its publications/' which would allow TAE to 
"print an instalment every four months." SPAE'S financial situation was 
better in 1927 thanks to the subsidy that was then allocated to it by the 
government, but by 1928 the 2,400 escudos subsidy and the member-
ship fee of the members were once more insufficient, largely due to 
the increase in printing costs. ln 1929 the National Education Board 
allocated a subsidy of 1,500 escudos, making it once more possible to 
print two installments every year. ln 1935 three were published, and 
in the following years the publication of two per year was made pos-
sible. However, in 1940, for example, SPAE'S financial situation did not 
allow for the publication of any installment. 
SPAE organized, on average, three scientific sessions a year, and each 
session might indude more than one lecture. For example, it organized 
five in 1923/7 four in 1924/8 three in 1925/9 seven in 1935 (the highest 
number until then), and five in 1936. Mendes Correia always presented 
at least one lecture a year in these sessions, and the remaining lectur-
ers varied. These presentations were "very well attended/' according 
to SPAE'S reports, by outsiders with no connection to the society and 
by members. Anthropology in a generic sense was the topic of several 
lectures. For example, on June 2, 1919, Freitas Viegas made an "inau-
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Fig. 3. Pereentage of topies at the lectures organized by SPAE, 1918-441 classified 
by the author. 
gural speech" on the aim and progresses in anthropology. However, 
other more specific topics were also presented. The diversity in top-
ics would be related to the broad and inclusive vision of anthropology 
by Mendes Correia and to the way his collaborators were encouraged 
to address diversified research topics. Through a systematic review of 
the 165 lectures presented fram 1918 to 1944, we can condu de that 23 
percent address topics in the scope of physical anthrapology and 27 
percent in ethnology and ethnography (fig. 3).40 
The most common lectures were related to paleontology, prehis-
toric archaeology, and human evolution. The collection of archaeo-
logical material within Portugal was easier to fund than archaeologi-
cal research that involved traveling to distant places or ethnographic/ 
ethnologic research. Furthermore, there were no researchers specifi-
cally qualified to do the latter, what today would be social or cultural 
anthropology. On January 22,1920, Mendes Correia presented a lecture 
titled "A paleontologia e a origem do homem" (Paleontology and the 
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origin of man), which he accompanied with light projections and the 
presentation of mo deis and archaeological finds.4I According to the 
minutes, "after mentioning the morphological, physiological, embryo-
logical, etc. arguments in favour of the animal origin of man/' the author 
"described the discoveries of fossil primates" carried out until then 
and addressed "in particular the Maptomorphus, the Propliopithecus, 
the Pliopitecus, the Dryopithecus, the Sivapithecus, the Pithecanthro-
pus, and the quaternary man:' His lecture included the presentation 
of "genealogical trees of primates and man" by Dutch paleoanthro-
pologist Eugene Dubois (1858-1940), German paleoanthropologist 
Gustav Schwalbe (1844-1916), German zoologist and paleontologist 
Max Schlosser (1854-1932), English geologist and paleontologist Guy 
Ellock Pilgrim (1875-1943), and Scottish anthropologist and anatomist 
Arthur Keith (1866-1955), which he assessed as "very conjectural and 
premature:' Finally, he mentioned the "neopoligeny (in particular the 
pananthropoid thesis by Kloatich) and the neomonogeny (Giuffrida-
Ruggeri), preferring the latter:' He concluded by saying that "paleontol-
ogywas not yet able to provide the human genealogical tree, but it has 
faith in it, first because it has provided many extinct primate speciesj 
second because it has provided some generalized forms of primatesj 
. . . third because it has revealed the existence, in geological times, of 
simians that were more anthropomorphized than the current ones and 
of men more simian than todaY:' 
After this communication Mendes Correia presented others, includ-
ing on archaeological topics. ln fact, although he was the mentor of a 
school of anthropology, in the beginning ofhis career he wrote numer-
ous texts on archaeology, and, for a long time, he wrote mainly on this 
topic, occasionally addressing other subjects. The themes of the lec-
tures presented at SPAE by Mendes Correia until the 1940S illustrate 
this: among about twenty-seven lectures from 1919 to 1940, nineteen 
are related to paleontology, prehistoric archaeology, and human evo-
lution.42 The remaining eight are distributed between criminal anthro-
pology,43 physical anthropology,44 and anthropology and history,45 
or they were intended to act as a biographical tribute,46 some of them 
having been partially or fully published, although some publication 
titles differ slightly from the conference titles. 
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Another area included in SPAE'S lectures was medicine, mainlywith 
rather unknown subjects or ones that were considered aberrant. For 
example, the presentation "Fístula auricular congénita" (Congenital 
atrial fistula) by José Maria de Oliveira, on "a very curious and scarcely 
studied anomaly" (June 11, 1920), supported with "numerous personal 
observations, with photos and light projections," was published by the 
society in full (Oliveira 1921). Physical anthropologywas also submit-
ted to debate. For example, in the national context, Joaquim A. Pires 
de Lima presented a communication titled "Um caso de braquidac-
tilia hereditária" (A case ofhereditary brachydactyly) (June 13, 1922), 
and, from a colonial context, Hernâni Monteiro presented "Mutilações 
dentárias da região do Humbe" (Dental mutilations in the Humbe 
region) (June 13, 1922). ln ethnology and ethnography in the national 
context, one might mention the communication by Joaquim Pires de 
Lima titled "O dente santo de Aboim de Nóbrega e a Lenda de S. Fru-
tuosoAbade" (The holytooth ofAboim de Nóbrega and the legend of 
Saint Frutuoso Abade) (May 6,1921), and also the lectures presented 
by Armando Leça,47 who was called a "distinguished folklorist" in the 
1936 annual report, such as "O cancioneiro na vida portuguesa" (Anthol-
ogy of music in Portuguese living) (1936), "Nótulas sobre o cancio-
neiro português" (Short notes on the anthology ofPortuguese music) 
(1938), and "O canto e a dança no cancioneiro português" (Singing and 
dancing in the anthology of Portuguese music) (1939). 
There was great interest in the Portuguese colonial contexts from 
the beginning, as illustrated by the lectures and publications in the TAE, 
and similar cases of examining physical or biological aspects in ethnol-
ogy and ethnography can be noted among these. This focus on more 
physical or biological aspects was not the single prevailing tendency or 
inclination in the majority of the works by Mendes Correia and other 
figures connected to the societYj it was a common one, but it cannot 
be seen as a general tendency. For example, Major António Leite de 
Magalhães presented a lecture titled "Estudo etnológico de Timor" 
(Ethnological study on Timor), in which he described the "results of 
his studies on linguistics and ethnography in the Portuguese part of 
the island" (June 2, 1919). Colonel Alexandre José Sarsfield devoted 
his lecture to the subject ''African Ethnography" (January 14,1922). 
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1hese lectures could be more or less detailed and promote debate, as is 
the case with the presentation by Second Lieutenant DavidJosé Gon-
çalves Magno (1877-1957) on the Dembos region in Angola (July 25, 
1919), in whieh he provided a summary of the "history of Congo and 
its invasions, demonstrating the existing ethnie affinities between the 
current dembos and the peoples of that ancient Empire:'48 He refer-
enced the works performed there by the colonial officials Major Leite 
de Magalhães and the Reverend António de Miranda Magalhães, con-
cluding with the "luango or the mubire, the mahungo, the quibaxe and 
many other populations, mainly from Caculo Cahenda, describing their 
material and intellectuallife, their clothing, diet, and arts, as well as 
their family organization, ... birth, marriage, death, divinities, cults, 
sorceries, the 'oaths' ceremony, their social organization, their classes 
and their castes, their politicaI organization, property, and judieiary 
practiees" (Livro de actas, voI. 1). Following David Magno's explana-
tion, Major Leite de Magalhães "praised the lecture" and discussed 
"some of its topies based on data he personally collected in the Dem-
bos region" j there was therefore room for the exchange of experiences, 
whieh allowed enriching the knowledge on the colonies at the time. ln 
that sarne session (July 25, 1919), Mendes Correia presented a lecture 
by missionary António de Miranda Magalhães "on the luango from 
the Dembos region, to which he added his own results on some of the 
skulls of the dembado ofZambi-Aluquem," whieh were sent to him by 
the aforementioned priest, referred to in the minutes as an "untiring 
researcher:'49 1herefore, to the rather ethnographieal knowledge col-
lected by the missionary on a group, Mendes Correia added his anal-
ysis of some skulls belonging to members of that sarne group with a 
modus operandi quite characteristic of a professor at FCUP for whom 
the study of a human group should include both its physical analysis 
and its sociocultural aspects. 
Although the interest in the colonial field had emerged as early as 
1919, as noted previously, it is mainly from the 1930S onward-and 
resulting from the works within the scope of the anthropological 
missions, promoted by Mendes Correia himself-that in SPAE'S lec-
tures more communications begin to emergp. on the "anthropology 
ofthe colonies" in physical, biologieal, and sociocultural terms. Some 
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of these were later published in the TAE ar in other journals and are 
inde.xed in the miscellaneous collections I cons111ted referring to the 
porto School of Anthropology . .so ln fact, SPAE'S prodl1ction contrib-
uted greatly to the publications by IAUP and FCUP atld to the growth 
of a great part of the estate that today is identified with the Porto 
5ehoo1 of Anthropology. 
Also relevant here is the journal Contribuições para o Estudo da Antro-
pologia Portuguesa by IAue (Anthropological Museum and Labora-
tory), published for the first time in 1914. Despite this jouroal having 
counted on~ubsidies allocated by the NaUonal Edl1cation Board and 
IAe, some of the works, dl1e to the lack of funds, were published as 
offprints of the Revista da Universidade de Coimbra and of the Revista 
da Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de Coimbra. 1he last exam-
pIe of this is the eighth installment of the sixth volume (1959). When 
the journal Contribuições para o Estudo da Antropologia Portuguesa 
appeared, it aimed at publishing original works in installments and 
to be exchanged with similar publieations on a national and interna-
tionallevel, such as the TAE. ln the period from 1914 to 1981, ten vol-
umes of the journal Contribuições para o Estudo da Antropologia Portu-
guesa were published, with a varying number of instalments each. ln 
1981 the journal printed a volume collecting the tables of contents for 
this series. 1he contents divided the articles into three topies: physical 
anthropology (seventy-nine entries), cultural anthropology (seven), 
and archaeology (one) j that is, among the eighty-seven works pub-
lished by the Coimbra School of Anthropology, physical anthropol-
ogy aecounted for 91 percent and cultural anthropology 8 percent of 
the contentj archaeology (in contrast to the Porto School ofAnthro-
pology) assumed here a merely residual value (1 percent). Within the 
scope ofthe works presented at SPAE, the difference between the num-
ber ofworks belonging to physical anthropologywas smaller than the 
number belonging to ethnology and ethnography. 
Some ofthe articles in Coimbra's journal can be classified as archaeo-
logical, like the ones I classified as archaeological from the SPAE lectures, 
some of them published in the TAE journaI. One remarkable aspect of 
the tables of contents of that journal is not only the smaller number of 
works in ethnology and ethnography compared to physical anthropol-
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ogy but also the fact that none of the ethnological and ethnographi-
cal works addressed the Portuguese population (such as in thirty-six 
works published by SPAE in the period under analysis).51 They focus 
instead on populations from the Portuguese colonies) mainly Angola} 
like the work in archaeology (Martins 1976).52 The lectures presented 
at the National Congress of Colonial Anthropology in 1934 also con-
firm Coimbra's interest in the colonial context.53 
From this analysis of sPAE-related activities) we can conclude that 
individuaIs with an education in medicine} whether they practiced or 
not} wrote most frequently on physical anthropological subjects} while 
priests wrote on social and cultural anthropological subjects (ter mi-
nolog)'i vocabulary) and sociocultural practices). Research with a more 
social and cultural nature (linguistics) rituaIs} cultural practices} cloth-
ing} and diet) aIs o was carried out mainly by people in the colonial 
administration or by missionaries (as I suggested previously [Matos 
2013]) although SPAE'S materiaIs strengthen that argument). When the 
titles of articles mention an "anthropological study;' they oft:en mean 
a study in physical anthropologyi when they mention an "ethnologi-
cal study;' they mean topics that we would today include in social and 
cultural anthropology} although some are more purely ethnographic 
thari ethnological. On the other hand} anyone who writes on prehis-
toric archaeology might also write on colonial physical anthropology 
(as is the case of the doctor) professor} and naturalist Júlio Guilherme 
Betlencourt Ferreira or ofSantos Júnior} doctor and professor at FCUP) i 
this means that the case of Mendes Correia} who} over time} devoted 
himself to several topics} is by no means unique. But some connected 
to SPAE} like Rui de Serpa Pinto} wrote mainly on archaeology. 
FROM SPAE'S FOUNDATION TO TODAY 
SPAE was the starting point of a great amount of work that would be 
carried out later on and served as a mo deI for ways that ideas and indi-
viduaIs (Portuguese and foreign) could be joined and new structures 
created. It gathered together people connected to the Porto School of 
Anthropology and others and developed themes for discussion and 
means to exchange works from the impetus created by Mendes Cor-
reia. Among the people connected to SPAE we find specialists from sev-
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eral areas educated in medicine} science} and the humanities but also 
rnembers of the military} priests} and people connected to industry. 
Some of the members and collaborators were amateurs in the domain 
of anthropology but possessed a university education' in other areas and 
were professionally active in other domains-the humanities} science} 
or medicine. It was not a large organization} compared to its foreign 
counterparts} but that must be considered in the context ofPortugal-a 
small country with correspondingly smaller societies. Nevertheless} if 
we consider the internationalization effort-namely} the inclusion of 
honorary and correspondent members outside the country-in that 
smaller context} it is a proportionate or even greater effort than} for 
example} societies in Great Britain and the United States. 
João Leal noted that "despite a dominant preference for physical 
anthropology and archaeology" SPAE did not cease to promote eth-
nographical research (2000:35). However} I believe it achieved more 
than that by stimulating all are as related to anthropology} according to 
the comprehensive and inclusive vision with which Mendes Correia 
viewed the discipline} as seen in figure 3. The precedence of works in 
physical anthropology and archaeology may reflect the regular contri-
butions ofMendes Correia and others educated in medicine and the 
natural sciences. That is to sa)'i although the lectures presented at SPAE 
point to different and diversified interests} not all were published} or 
theywere published in other places} which may have led to the lack of 
recognition of the society's existence and publications. The diversity 
of studies is aIs o evidence of the fact that} during this period} pioneer-
ing methods and new research areas were being developed-science 
disciplines were more diverse and inclusive than exclusive. The con-
ditions that led to the creation of the Porto School of Anthropology 
were intrinsically connected to the creation of SPAE through its stat-
ute and its activities in presenting lectures and publishing works that 
interested all members and in electing foreign correspondent mem-
bers. The institution constituted a central core that grew in parallel to 
the Porto School of Anthropology. 
SPAE and IAUP are institutionally distinct organs but were mixed up 
for a long time-perhaps because both were led by Mendes Correia. 
However} from the middle 1950S to 1985} this society's activity depended 
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mainly on Santos Júnior, one of the closest collaborators of Mendes 
Correia who performed works in archaeology and ethnography in Trás-
os-Montes e Alto-Douro (a region in the north ofPortugal) and also 
in archaeology in Angola and Mozambique until he retired in 1971.54 
When SPAE'S first chairman, Freitas Viegas, died in 1928, Mendes Cor-
reia took on the position, with Hernâni Monteiro, an anatomy pro-
fessor, as vice-chairman.55 When Mendes Correia went to Lisbon , 
Hernâni Monteiro took on the role of chairman and Santos Júnior, an 
anthropology professor, became vice-chairman. Hernâni Monteiro was 
later followed by Santos Júnior as chairman, and Abel Sampaio Tava-
res, an anatomy professor, became vice-chairman. A pattern is clear of 
alternating between anatomy professors and anthropology professors 
as chairmen of this institution due to the close relationships existing 
between the Department of Anthropology of FCUP and the Depart-
ment of Anatomy of FMUP. When Santos Júnior resigned, a new group 
of candidates was elected in 1985. Vítor Oliveira Jorge became chair-
man of the board, an oflice he maintains to this day. 
The SPAE'S physicallocation, maintaining files partially gathered in 
dozens ofboxes, has changed places on several occasions. When SPAE 
was created in 1918, its headquarters were in Santa Catarina's Street, 
no. 207, in Porto. Mendes Correia's father, António Maria Esteves 
Mendes Correia, offered his clinical practice in that sarne street, and 
the offer was accepted at the second meeting of the society on January 
21,1919 (Livro de actas, voI. 1). Shortly thereafter, the society began 
to meet in FCUP'S building at Praça dos Leões (or Praça Rodrigues 
Teixeira), where nowadays we can find the Rectory of UP (probably 
as early as 1920, since SPAE'S annual report for that year included an 
acknowledgment to FCUP for lending its facilities to hold the meet-
ings). After the revolution onApri125, 1974, SPAE stayed at Praça dos 
Leões. Subsequently, its files, packed in boxes shipped by the Rectory 
of UP, were transferred to the former building of CICAP, but the soci-
ety's headquarters were maintained in the sarne facilities. Once more, 
however, by order of uP's rector, the files were returned to Praça dos 
Leões. As far as I know, the last time this collection of files changed 
places was in May 2010, when the boxes were shipped to a storeroom 
assigned by the Rectory that is located in the building of the School 
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of ]ournaUsmJ in the proximity of the Faculty of Law, which I vis -
ited io ]une 2010. Meanwhile, it was agreed with the Rectory of UP 
that the publicatioos up to 1930 would Erom then ou be maíntained 
io tbe Biblioteca do Fundo Antigo ofup in the building that houses 
tbe Rectory oowadays. There is yet no inventory of the contents oE 
the files. However, SPAE'S maoaging board and its current chairmao, 
Vítor Oliveira Jorge, have made every effort to preserve these mate-
riaIs and to supervise all removaIs, and they have tried to guaraotee 
the continuity oE the society with dignity by pursuing its activities 
aod publishing the TAE. 
Regarding continuity of activities, I would highlight the fact that in 
1985 SPAE begao a new phase with a oew maoaging board, reorganizing 
the former statute, admitting oew members, aod organiziog scientific 
sessions. ln 1987 it received the status of Legal Eotity of Public Util-
ity, as published in the Portuguese oflicial journal Diário da República, 
no. 89, second series, dated Aprill6, 1987. The following year, it orga-
nized a cooference on social aothropology and, together with the Porto 
Group of Archaeological Studies, organized the Colóquio de Arque-
ologia do Noroeste Peninsular (Conference on Archaeology of the 
Peninsula's Northwest). Afterward, the resulting reflections were pub-
lished io the TAE. Under the sarne imprimatur, io volumes 30, 31, and 
32 (fram 1990, 1991, and 1992), articles were published that offered a 
posthumous tribute to the significant Portuguese ethnographer Ernesto 
Veiga de Oliveira. ln 1992 SPAE organized a round table under the title 
"Existe uma cultura portuguesa?" (Is there aPortuguese culture?) and 
in 1993 organized the 1st Congress on Peninsular Archaeology. On the 
occasion ofthis congress, SPAE created a specific logo to promote this 
event and after that adopted it on some occasions as ao alternative logo 
also used inside the TAE, although the ofliciallogo remains the origi-
nalone (fig. 4). Besides promoting activities and organizing confer-
ences, it still published the TAE journal-without interruption since 
1919-with works from all areas of the social sciences (aothropology, 
archaeology, cogoitive sciences, education sciences, information and 
communicatioo scieoces, law, economy, philosophy, history, lioguis-
tics, patrimooYi psychologYi and sociology), revealing ao open-mioded 
attitude toward the publication of"essays on general issues that are of 







Fig. 4. SPAE'S current logo. 
interest towards understanding the contemporaneous world."56 It is OOe 
of the oldest journals io Portugal maintaining an exchange relation-
ship with counterparts all over the world. SPAE'S documentary record 
is of great value} above all due to the journal exchanges} although it also 
includes books.lt possesses} for example} journals from the Smithso-
nian Institution} starting with no. I} aod is the only entity in Portugal 
that possesses such a set of journals. The several TAE volumes gather, 
therefore} many articles that offer a true goldmine of information 00 
the history of science produced in the country. 
CONCLUSION 
The stories of anthropology can be told in various ways based on the 
narratives ofindividuals} institutions} ideas} and traditions. Very ofteo} 
however} they are more focused on individuaIs rather than on ide as} 
and this leads to omitting significant phenomena. My aim here was 
to contextualize the foundation and the development of a scientific 
society} its objectives} and the individuaIs who were tied to it and who 
together generated the necessary conditions for intellectual produc-
tion and an increase in the knowledge of and interest in a discipline 
that was trying to achieve academic recognition. The Porto School of 
Anthropology is partly a result of work developed by the SPAE and 
continues the tradition of the core inherited from the Carlos Ribeiro 
Societ)'J to which belonged Ricardo Severo} Rocha Peixoto}José Fortes} 
Fonseca Cardoso} and other prominent figures. 57 This means that} in 
a way} Mendes Correia and his collaborators continued the work of 
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the generation of the Portugália journal. This is illustrated by the fact 
that} for example} the first study published in the TAE was a posthu-
mous memoir on Fonseca Cardoso. When Mendes Correia began his 
anthropology classes at FCUP in 1912} Rocha Peixotó and Fonseca Car-
dosO were already deceased} and Ricardo Severo had migrated to Brazil} 
butJosé Fortes still visited on occasion the Department ofAnthropol-
ogy} bringing his motivation and counsel. 
1he creation process of the Porto School of Anthropolog)'J in parallel 
to SPAE'S} is similar to that in other circles or scientific societies. These 
examples and others at an internationallevel allow us to see that} from 
a small network of intellectuals (many of them connected to organi-
zations such as the Geological Commission or to medium and higher 
education institutions) or people interested in the so-called emerg-
ing sciences} led by charismatic figures} an institutionalized debate 
was set in motion-of ideas} subjects} methods} and new ways to do 
research.58 There are several reports mentioning each one of these 
schools/9 including the choice of the topics or areas to be studied. 
1he stories connected to the institutionalization of anthropology as a 
science-the introduction of the discipline in university curricula and 
its professionalization-were also important. Therefore} Mendes Cor-
reia is a central figure in the understanding of the strategies of the path 
taken by anthropology in Portugal and the way some different areas of 
knowledge were interconnected. The Porto School of Anthropology 
would be impacted by much diversified influencesj its collaborators 
exhibited different educations and interests} and this happened at a 
time when anthropologywas still scarcely institutionalized in Portugal. 
On the other hand} and because the limits of the discipline were per-
meable} some of the works by the collaborators of the school showed 
there was an interdisciplinary dialogue and the sharing of information. 
Sometimes the approaches may not have been the best ones} but in that 
context its practitioners were stilllearning} gathering knowledge} and 
defining new paths. 
ln Porto we encounter a kind of naturalist and physical anthropol-
ogy that was dominant in France} German)'J Italy} and Spain and that 
also existed (and still exists) in Great Britain and the United States} 
combined with an anthropology that promotes sociocultural studies 
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not only in Portugal but also in the then-Portuguese colonies. 1he 
Porto School of Anthropology has promoted exchanges with insti-
tutions originating from several European countries such as France} 
Italy} Belgium} the United Kingdom} Austria} Poland} Spain} and Den-
markj from American countries such as the United States} Brazil} and 
Mexicoj from Eurasian countries such as Russiaj and from North Mri-
can countries such as AIgeria. The exchanged journals are dedicated 
to publishing works with a biological but also sociocultural content} 
induding linguistics studies and studies on religion. However} a cer-
tain anachronism regarding theory and method was observed in the 
works produced} a reality that actually lasted throughout a large part 
of the twentieth century. Besides} the anthropological studies pro-
duced in Portugal were marginal on an internationallevel} where the 
French} British} and NorthAmerican contexts were dominant. Never-
theless} for example} German anthropology} which strongly influenced 
its North American counterpart and also the study of cultures inspired 
by Romanticism} has motivated some of the works that made their 
way through SPAE and the Porto school. National traditions are very 
distinct} even among dose countries-even between Iberian neigh-
bors Portugal and Spain. 
Furthermore} when comparing the scientific societies created in 
Portugal in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to other 
societies on an internationallevel} it is imperative to consider the scale 
of comparison we are referring to} as well as the way that the science 
produced within the country at the time was somewhat peripheral to 
the larger world. Some authors who have written on the history of sci-
ence in Portugal describe the country's situation as peripheral or} better 
said} as semiperipheral. According to João Arriscado Nunes and Maria 
Eduarda Gonçalves} "the term 'semiperiphery' is used to characterize 
Portugal's or Portuguese science's position in a world system organized 
in central} peripheral} and semiperipheral regions/, while "the term 
'periphery' is used to designate Portugal's position towards the Euro-
pean science-producing centers" (2001:14). ln fact} science production 
depends not exdusively on the actors involved but on its conditions for 
production} which in Portugal} during most of the twentieth century} 
were associated with the restrictions connected to Catholicism} to the 
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existence of an authoritarian politicaI regime (1933-74)} and to very 
low literacy leveIs} which did not promote innovation and technologi-
cal development. Only recently} after the events on April2s} 1974} when 
the anthropology degree was integrated in universittes} and therefore 
when anthropology was definitely institutionalized and professional-
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This work was supported by FCT (SFRH/BPD 91349/2012) and by ICS-
UL (uID/soc/50012/2013) . 
1. Mendes Correia taught at the Facu[ty of Science and at the Facu[ty of 
Humanities ofthe University ofPorto, where he gathered a group of co[-
leagues; he was mayor ofPorto (1936-42) and a member ofthe National 
Assembly (1945-57); he presided over the Council of Geographical and 
Colonial Investigation Missions-named Council of Geographical and 
Óverseas Investigation Missions as of 1951 (1946-59); and he took on 
the presidency ofthe Lisbon Geographical Society (1951-60) . 
2. Doctor and anthropologist, director of the Anthropometric Station of 
Porto (Posto Antropométrico do Porto), and anatomy professor at FMUP. 
3. Zoologist and doctor. He taught zoology at FCUP and was the father 
of Aarão Soeiro Moreira de Lacerda (1890-1947), who was a profes-
sor at FLUP. 
4. After completing his studies in physical and natural sciences, Carqueja 
was appointed professor of agriculture and of physical and natural sci-
ences at the Polytechnic Academy; he served as director of the newspa-
per Comércio do Porto and professor of politicai economy at UP and as 
director of Portugália (scientific journal existing from 1899 to 1908). He 
offered SPAE the estate of the Carlos Ribeiro Society (a scientific soci-
ety created in Porto in 1888) and of Portugália, thus enabling the collec-
tions to be completed. At SPAE'S general meeting on December 28,1927, 
it was decided that the estate would be transferred to IAUP. The Carlos 
Ribeiro Society aimed at "studying natural sciences," promoting "pub-
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Iic lectures" and periodical and occasional publications, and organiz-
ing museums and exhibitions (Mendes Correia 1941a:9); it was divided 
into four sections (geology and paleontology, zoology and botany, 
anthropology, and ethnography), and from its inception it encouraged 
interest in the study of natural and social facts. 
s. ln 1898 the Society of Anthropology was created (the first scientific 
society in the area of anthropology founded in Portugal) by Bernardino 
Machado (1851-1944), who also created the discipline of anthropology, 
human paleontology, and prehistoric archaeology at the uc in 1885, thus 
beginning the official studies of anthropology in Portugal. However, the 
society soon lapsed, as Bernardino Machado, its first and only chairman, 
was increasingly involved in the Republican Party in the early 1900S. 
6.1here is also an entry on SPAE in the well-known Enciclopédia Luso-
Brasileira. 
7. SPAE'S current statute was published in the Portuguese official bulletin 
Diário da República, no. 89, second series, dated April16, 1987. 
8. 1his is a surprising change in terminology for the time, since the change 
of the term "colonies" to "overseas" (which designated the territories 
under Portuguese colonial administration) was only incorporated in 
the Portuguese Constitution in 1951. The expression "overseas" was con-
sidered more appropriate by the Estado Novo dictatorial regime, since 
it expressed the existence ofPortuguese territories spread ali over the 
world, as if they were on equal terms with the metropolis, depriving 
them of the colonial component, which possessed a distinguishing and 
hierarchizing character. 
9. However, in SPAE'S meeting on March 14, 1919, Henrique de Vilhena had 
a letter read on his behalf in which he thanked the society for his elec-
tion as a member but declined to be part of it (Livro de actas, vol. 1). 
10. Costa Ferreira (1879-1922) obtained his degrees at the Faculties ofPhi-
losophy (1899) and Medicine (1905) of the UC. Following several short 
stays in Paris, he took up residence in Lisbon in 1907. He took the office 
of minister for development (1912-13), and in 1914 he created the first 
Medical-Pedagogical Institute, aimed at teaching the mentally disabled. 
11. The Sousa Soares family owned a considerable fortune. However, in . 
this case, as in others, based on the analyzed materiais, we cannot know 
if or to what extent some of SPAE'S members supported the society or 
some of its research projects. 
12. Rui Correia de Serpa Pinto (1907-33), with studies in engineering, was 
assistant professor of geology at FCUP and one of the most promis-
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ing archaeologists ofhis timej he was considered the "natural heir" of 
Mendes Correia. 
13. Sebastião Pessanha was the director of the City Museum of Sintra, 
chairman of the board of the Sintra Institute, and delegate in the sixth 
section (Art and Archaeology) of the National Education Council. 
14. Ricardo Severo (1869- 1940) was one ofthe founding members ofthe Carlos 
Ribeiro Society in 1887. He completed a degree in public works engineering 
in 1890 and a degree in mining engineering in 1891, both at Academia Politéc-
nica do Porto. SPAE'S report dated from 1920 mentions him as the "only Sur-
vivor ofthe editing committee ofthe high-quality journal Portugália:' 
IS. General inspector of the child protection servi ces of the Ministry of 
Justice, he was involved in the organization of the International Con-
gress on Child Protection in Lisbon. 
16. Carlos Teixeira (1910-82) was one of the most influential Portuguese 
geologists in the twentieth century. He was a student of Mendes Cor-
reia at FCUP in the disciplines of geology, physical geography, pale-
ontology, and anthropologyj he was primarily illterested in topics of 
physical anthropology, archaeology, and ethnology and, later, stood 
out as a geologist and palaeobotanist. ln 1934 he published a work in 
the TAE on popular medicine alld superstitions in Vieira do Minho 
(Teixeira 1934)j he also published in the area of archaeology (Teixeira 
1935C, 1936b), on physical anthropology (Teixeira 1935a, 1935b, 1936c), 
and on factors connected to human reproduction, where he conduded 
that "man is subject to a period of greater reproductive activity, con-
firmed not only by birth statistics, but also by sexual criminology sta-
tistics, suicide statistics, etc." (Teixeira 1936a:14). ln 1940 he partici-
pated in the Congress on Portuguese Pre- and Protohistory (Athayde 
and Teixeira 1940) and in the CNCP (Teixeira 1940), integrated in the 
Congresses on the Portuguese Worldi he made the academic praise 
speech for Mendes Correia at ACL (Teixeira 1964), highlighting the 
notability of lAUP. 
17. Maria Irene Leite da Costa (1911-96) obtained a degree in natural his-
tory science and in pharmacy at UP in 1934i that sarne year, she was dis-
tinguished in the discipline of anthropology. She worked with Mendes 
Correia in the studies on the natives from Portuguese colonies who 
participated in the Colonial Exhibition that took place in Porto in 1934. 
She received education in psychology and childhood pedagogy at the 
University of Geneva. She taught and performed research works with 
psychological and pedagogical tests. ln the 19SoS and the 1960s she was 
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a member of the National Assembly, where she íntervened in health 
and childhood support matters. 
18. He was one ofMendes Correia's dose collaborators and accompanied 
him to Guinea (194S-46) to prepare the anthropological mission there 
that took place under the scope of ]MGIC, dependent on the Ministry of 
the Colonies. 
19. Only with the creation of a university in 1911 did women gain access to 
teaching positions in higher education, but always at lower leveis, such 
as assistant professor, and with temporary appointments, not reaching 
any doctoral dissertation. By comparison, note the case of the UC, which 
in 1911 invited Carolina Michaelis de Vasconcelos to teach, but also the 
absence of women in the first FLUP. Perhaps for that reason, when Leo-
poldina Ferreira Paulo scheduled her doctoral exams (for November 
23, 1944, with the dissertation ''Alguns caracteres morfológicos da mão 
dos portugueses"), it made the front pages of some morning papers in 
Porto: ''At the University ofPorto, a woman is going to obtain her doc-
toraI degree in science, something unheard-of in our city's academic life" 
(Jornal de Notícias, November 21, 1944)i "For the first time in the history 
of the University ofPorto, a woman is subjected to doctoral exams in the 
Faculty ofScience" (O Comércio do Porto, November 23,1944). More 
recently, the journal UPortoAlumni, Revista dos Antigos Alunos da Univer-
sidade do Porto, datedJune 2007, published in its inside cover a photo of 
Leopoldina Paulo, dated November 1944, with her insignias. 
20. When he suggested the filiation ofbrown-skinned (morenos) dolicoids 
in the Cro-Magnon, Mendes Correia (1919:128- 129) quoted the work 
of Aranzadi (De Antropologia de Espana, 1915), who considered the idea 
debatable. 
21. Bom in 1869 in Czechoslovakia (now the Czech Republic), studied 
medicine in the United States, worked as a physical anthropologist 
in Paris, was the first curato r of physical anthropology at the United 
States' National Museum, and founded the American Joumal of Physical 
Anthropology in 1918. 
22. The reference to Kobe (Japan) comes from SPAE'S minute book. That 
is where he practiced medicine for several years before returning to 
Amsterdam in 1919. 
23. The new correspondent members elected on this date were nominated 
by "foreign savants." 
24. On October 24,1932, he presented a conference at SPAE about 
eugenic politics that was published in the TAE (KehI1933). 
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2.5. At the former library of the Department ofZoology and Anthropology 
at FCUP, I found several books presented by Calmon to the library or to 
Mendes Correia, with signed dedications. 
2.6. Director of the Musée Saint-Raymond and professor at the University 
ofToulouse, Cartailhac invited Portuguese researchers to his museUm 
and put himself at the disposal of SPAE'S comembers who wished to 
visit the archaeological stations in the south ofFrance. According to the 
192.1 report, he was verywell acquainted with Portugal, where he had 
worked ill preparing his work Les âges préhistoriques de I'Espagne et du 
Portugal (Paris: Reinwald, 1886). 
2.7. Bosch-Gimpera identified four relatively homogeneous cultural areas 
in the Iberian Peninsula, one of which corresponded to the Portuguese 
megalithic culture. He directed the archaeological school in Barcelona, 
with German influence. 
2.8. On this date, Mendes Correia aIs o proposed a vote of condolences and 
of protest for the assassination of Sidónio Pais, president of the Portu-
guese Republic (Livro de actas, vol. 1). 
2.9. 1he physical anthropologist João Gualberto de Barros e Cunha (1865-
1950) drafted the curriculum of the Colonial Ethnography Course at 
the uc in 1912.-13. 
30. Telesforo Aranzadi refused this invitation. 
31. N Session of the International Institute of Anthropology, Portugal, 
September 2.1-30, 1930, session on Portugal, third section. 
32.. Ethnos: Revista dedicada ai estudio y mejoramento de la población indígena 
de México (although the journal's title varied) was published from 192.0 
to 192.5. 
33. Interest in the publication was expressed by Mendes Correia on April 
19, 1919. After the publication, SPAE received feedback from people who 
might have better knowledge of the field (192.0 report). António Maria de 
Freitas (from Lisbon) listed corrections to the bai/undo vocabulary, and 
F. de Oliveira Santos (governor ofLunda) presented corrections to qui-
oco words, recognizing, however, that the differences might have resulted 
from the fact that the terms had been collected in different regions. 
34. Fonseca Cardoso (1865-1912.) was considered "unfortunate" because he 
suffered an untimely death caused by malaria when he was performing 
military functions in Timor (a territory then under Portuguese colo-
nial administration). During the time he was there, and in parallel to his 
military functions, he developed anthropological observations with a 
physical focus among the local populations. His work was influenced by 
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authors such as RudolfVirchow and Paul Topinard, both doctors and 
physical anthropologists. It was Mendes Correia who elevated Fonseca 
Cardoso to the category offounder of"Portuguese colonial anthropol-
ogy" and published some ofhis works after his deatb-. However, Fon-
seca Cardoso already was a renowned anthropologist, since in 1908 he 
had directed the chapter "Portuguese Anthropology" in the Notas sobre 
Portugal, 1:58-72. (Vasconcelos 192.8:16). 1his text, which included a 
map on Portuguese skeletons-brachycephalus and dolichocephalus-
was his last anthropological work. 
35. Terreiro do Paço is the square in Lisbon where the Portuguese govern-
ment's ministries are located. 
36. Artur Ricardo Jorge (1886-1975) was a doctor, a naturalist, and a politician, 
holding the ofllce of minister for public education in 192.6. He was son to 
the famous hygienist Ricardo de Almeida Jorge (1858-1939), who taught 
medicine and introduced into Portugal new public health concepts. 
37.1he lecturers were as follows: Bettencourt Ferreira (doctor, profes-
sor, and naturalist);Joaquim Rodrigues Santos Júnior; Pedro Victorino 
(doctor, historian, archaeologist, ethnographer, military, and art critic); 
Amândio Joaquim Tavares (doctor and investigator in the area of physi-
cal anthropology and anatomy); Constâncio de Mascarenhas (doc-
tor's degree at FMUP in 192.4 with the dissertation "As Castas da Índia: 
Esboço de estudo antropo-social"); Carlos de Passos (author ofworks 
on archaeology and art); andJoaquim Fontes. 
38. Lecturers: Mendes Correia; Georges-Louis Dubreuil-Chambardel 
(French doctor and SPAE member); Bettencourt Ferreira; Irene Cân-
dida de Melo Pestana (went to FCUP and worked on anthropological 
observatiolls in schools); Alberto de Sousa (studied arterial anoma-
lies); Ferreira Soares (studied anatomical and medical terminology); 
and Alfredo Athayde. 
39. ln 192.5 lectures were presented by Mendes Correia, Artur de Magalhães 
Basto (historian), and Jaime Magalhães Lima (writer). 
40. 1he main sources for generating figure 3 were the foIlowing: Liv-
ros de Actas da SPAE (vol. 1 from 1918 to 192.4 and vol. 2. from 192.5 to 
1944) and Mendes Correia (1941a). 
41. Light projections were projected and enlarged onto a wall or other sur-
face, a precursor to projected slides, which aIs o preceded cinemato-
graphical projection. 
42.. "A paleontologia e a origem do homem" in 192.0; "Einstein e a evolução 
orgânica" (Mendes Correia 192.3) inI92.2.; "A idade do ferro em Por tu-
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gal" in 1924; "O suposto homem terciário do Vale das Lages" (Mendes 
Correia 192!;b, 1926c, 1928) and "Os achados de Alvão" (Mendes Cor-
reia 1926b)'n 1926i "A arte pré-histórica em Trás-os-Montes" (Mendes 
Correia 192-}) in 1928i "Crânios da necrópole pré-romana de Alcácer do 
Sal" (Mendes Correia 1926a) in 1931i ''As origens da cidade do Porto" 
(Mendes Correia 1932, 1935b) in 1932i "Impressões e insculturas de 
pés humanos pré-históricos;' "O problema de Moron em Estrabão" 
(Mendes Correia 1934b), "Os Belitanos de Artemidoro," "O problema 
lígure em Portugal" (Mendes Correia 1934C), and "Sepulturas pré-
históricas de Alpiarça" (Mendes Correia 1935d) in 1934i "Estela antropo-
morfa do Monte do Rebolido, Entre-os-Rios" in 1935i "Duas novas esta-
ções pré-históricas portuguesas (Gandra e Paúl de Magos)" and "Novos 
elementos sobre o homem dos sambaquis do Brasil" (Mendes Correia 
1946) in 1936i ''A estação eneolítica de Vila Nova de S. Pedro ( Cartaxo)" 
in 1937i "Novas estações líticas em Muge" (Mendes Correia 1940) and 
"Novas pinturas do dólmen de Baltar" (Mendes Correia 1930) in 1938. 
43· ''Antropologia criminal integral" (Mendes Correia 1925a) in 1925i "Fór-
mulas e perfis individuais em Antropologia Criminal" (Mendes Correia 
1935C) in 1933i "Novas directrizes de antropologia criminal" (Mendes 
Correia 1931a, 1936a, 1936b, 1937a) in 1936. 
44. ''A identificação no Brasil e o desmemoriado de Collegno" in 1934 i 
''A etnogenia brasílica" (Mendes Correia 1935a) in 1935i "Conceitos 
genéticos de constituição e raça" (Mendes Correia 1941b) in 1940. 
45. "Montaigne e a Antropologia" (Mendes Correia 1934a) in 1933. Michel 
de Montaigne (1533-72) was a pioneer in the notion of cultural relativ-
ism, stating that each person considers as barbarian all that is not com-
mon in his or her own land. 
46. "Homenagem à memória de Dr. Rui de Serpa Pinto" (Mendes 
Correia et aI. 1934) in 1934. 
47. Armando Leça is the pseudonym ofthe composer, folklorist, and ethno-
musicologistArmando Lopes (1883-1977). He studied at the School of 
Music of the National Conservatorium and taught piano and composition. 
48. ln fact, the author attributed here the name of a region to a human 
group, but this issue was clarified in the discussion after his presentation. 
49. Description presented at SPAE'S annual general meeting onJanu-
ary 22, 1920. 
50. Miscellaneous collections are hardback volumes composed of articles 
written by individuaIs connected to the Porto School of Anthropology 
and by other people (Portuguese and foreign) with whom works were 
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exchanged. The set is composed of sixty-six volumes, with approxi-
mately twenty to fifty texts each. 
51.1he list of the tables of contents of the TAE journal can be consulted in 
Figueiras (1981). 
52.1he majority of the works about Angola, published in the 1970S, were 
by Manuel Laranjeira Rodrigues de Areia, retired full professor of 
anthropology at ve. 
53- Trabalhos do I Congresso Nacional de Antropologia Colonial, vols. 1 and 
2,1934· 
54. Mendes Correia left Porto (and SPAE) due to his more extensive con-
nections at the time to Lisbon, where he was a member of the National 
Assembly (1945-57) i director of Ese (1946-58, ISEV after 1954) i chair-
man Of]MGle (1946-59, ]MGIU after 1951)i and chairman of SGL (1951-
60). However, Mendes Correia never completely cut his bonds with 
Porto until his death (1960), and he would be buried there. 
55. Mendes Correia abandoned the position of secretary and became vice-
chairman of SPAE from January 14, 1922, with Freitas Viegas remaining 
as chairman and Alfredo Athayde becoming the secretary. 
56. http://spae.no.sapo.pt/serve.htm, accessedJuly 2014. SPAE has a blog, 
which is regularly updated, available at http://sociedadeportuguesaa-
ntropologia.blogspot.com/, accessedJuly 2014. 
57. For more information on the Porto School of Anthropology, see Mendes 
Correia (1937b), Mendes Correia (1941a), and Guimarães (1995). 
58. The Geological Commission was created in 1848 by the Royal Academy 
of Science. Only in 1918 would the Portuguese Geological Services be 
createdi it was integrated in 1993 into the current Geological and Min-
ing lnstitute. 
59. School Nina Rodrigues in Brazil was contemporaneous to the Porto 
schooI. This school allows us to understand the concerns of its mem-
bers (doctors and social scientists), its theoretical guidelines, and its 
relationships with the Brazilian society and state (Corrêa 1982i Corrêa, 
Willems, and Pierson 1987). 
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